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Three Day Road

I read a review of Three Day Road, Joseph Boyden?s first novel of
World War I, which mentions that this isn?t necessarily an anti-war novel. I had to read the
sentence in that review several times to make sure I wasn?t misreading or misunderstanding.
Does a war novel have to come out and specifically declare a stance?
Really, Boyden includes anti-war elements right up to the breathtaking ending: senseless
killings, madness, morphine addiction, shortsighted military leadership, dehumanization, and
the day to day terror. The characters in this book do seemingly impossible and horrible things
in the name of combat. Is that not stance enough? Is it even important?
It is true that this book is about more than the descent into the hell of trench warfare. It is a
really poetic story of Xavier Bird and Elijah Whiskeyjack, Cree Indians who have grown up in
Canada near Hudson Bay. They have spent their childhood patiently hunting, skills which
serve them well as snipers in some of the worst battles of World War I, including around Vimy
Ridge and the Somme. Maybe it needs to be said, but being good at killing moose to survive
the winter is different than being good at killing Germans. Xavier and Elijah react differently,
but equally destructively, to war. Read more »
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High Seas Adventure (and so much more)!

Heart of a samurai : based on the true story of Manjiro Nakahama
view in catalog
ISBN:
Heart of a samurai : based on the true story of Manjiro Nakahama

?An action packed historical novel set on the high seas!? claims
the book jacket for Heart of a Samurai by Margi Preus. Normally these aren?t quite the
descriptors I am looking for in a good book, but this Young Adult novel has amazing visual
appeal and lying underneath the ?high seas adventure? is a true heart of gold.
Preus tells a fictional account of a true story: Manjiro, a young man from a small fishing
village, becomes the first Japanese person to set foot in America. Japan at the time had
closed borders and a deep distrust for anything foreign. When Manjiro is rescued with his
friends after being shipwrecked on an island by an American whaling ship, his life is changed
forever. Captain Whitfield sees that Manjiro is a quick study, both in language and sailing and
takes him under his wing. The more Manjiro sees outside Japan, the more he wants to learn
and explore eventually ending up attending school in New Bedford, Massachusetts living with
the Whitfields. Read more »
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The Wandering Falcon

Afghanistan and Pakistan are areas that are in the news...a lot.
The Middle East has its problems, but what about its culture and traditions? In Jamil Ahmad's
book, The Wandering Falcon, the reader gets a short glimpse into the Tribal areas of the
border lands between Pakistan and Afghanistan.
Through a weaving train of stories, the reader gets to know the culture of wandering tribal
families and individuals. The story starts after WWII, by my calculations, with the birth of Tor
Baz and the tragic story that accompanies his earliest years. From this point the story
wanders along with different individuals who work for the government in these lands and
people looking out for their family, themselves, and their tribes. It's about outcasts and people
trying to make it through life in the mountains and plains, finding happiness in those around
them or disappointment in the lot life hands them. Ahmad loosely ties these stories together
through a "Where's Waldo" with the character Tor Baz. He shows up in almost every story
playing minimal roles or just sticking his head in. Read more »
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